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This paper presents a quantum-mechanical analysis of the interaction of one electron with a physical dipole (two physically separated charges). Aspects of threshold laws in the continuous spectrum are treated. In addition there are determinations of energies of some dipole bound states. The bound-state calculations are used as a model for certain high dipole moment molecules, where, together with empirical data, an equivalent dipole length may be determined. These model calculations predict that the bound dipole orbital in high dipole molecule ions should have a node between its valence part and the more remote part where the majority of the charge resides. Some results from the two parts of the treatment are brought together to calculate the asymmetry factor of the photoelectron signal for uracil, measured by Schiedt et al.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been current interest in electron interactions with supercritical dipole moments, in both positive- and negative-energy regimes. In the positive-energy case the dipole moment can affect the scattering wave function in ways that influence many processes. We shall be particularly interested in the threshold behavior predicted for resonance lifetimes (T), and, through this, the dissociative electron attachment and vibrational excitation (VE). Experiments measuring the photodetachment energy of dipole bound-state (DBS) systems are also being made currently. In the past most theoretical analyses of dipole problems have relied upon a point-dipole model. This has the disadvantage of modifying the Schrödinger equation’s r^-2 singularity at the origin in such a way that simple formulas for the wave function cannot be used there directly. In this paper, we examine the motion of an electron predicted by solutions of Schrödinger’s equation for a potential due to a physical dipole (PD), i.e., equal magnitude positive and negative point charges separated by a finite distance p. This potential has no difficulties at the origin or at the charges. The electric-dipole moment D=eq, unless stated otherwise, in this paper the orientation of the dipole vector is in the positive z direction.

Schrödinger’s equation for an electron is separable in prolate ellipsoidal coordinates for a potential consisting of two fixed charges. This fact was exploited in an early work on the H_2^+ ion and has also been extended to the motion of an electron in the presence of two different nuclei [1–3]. Nonetheless, states for the q_1=eq_1 charge separation treated here have rarely been discussed. Komorov et al. [4] have a chapter in their book discussing PDs but no numerical results are presented. Numerical studies were made by Takayanagi and Itikawa [5] for scattering from a PD and by Wallis et al. [6] for energies of DBSs.

As stated, Schrödinger’s equation in this case is separable in prolate ellipsoidal coordinates, which are discussed in numerous places, see, for example, [7]. Using

\[ \psi(\eta, \xi, \phi) = T(\eta)S(\xi)\Phi(\phi), \]  

the separated equations are

\[ -\lambda T = \frac{d}{d\eta} \left[ (1-\eta^2) \frac{dT}{d\eta} \right] - \left( \epsilon \eta^2 + 2D \eta + \frac{m^2}{1-\eta^2} \right) T, \]  

\[ \lambda S = \frac{d}{d\xi} \left[ (\xi^2-1) \frac{dS}{d\xi} \right] + \left( \epsilon \xi^2 - \frac{m^2}{\xi^2 - 1} \right) S, \]

and

\[ m^2\Phi = -\frac{d^2\Phi}{d\phi^2}. \]

In these equations the new variable, \( \epsilon = E \rho^2 / 2 \), has been introduced, where E is the electronic energy, and D is the system dipole moment. Atomic units are used throughout.

Equation (4) is by far the easiest to deal with. In fact, for the calculations we report on, only \( m=0 \) is an important physical case. Nonzero m values are actually easily treated but no molecule is likely to have a large enough dipole moment to show significant dipole moment effects then.

Equation (2) is also not difficult to treat, expanding T in an infinite series of associated Legendre functions [1–3]. The eigenvalues \( \lambda \) can then be obtained numerically as indicated in Ref. [8]. The situation here is similar to that for \( m \). Even for \( m=0 \) only the algebraically lowest \( \lambda \) is physically relevant for our purposes.

Equation (3) is, however, more challenging. Except for a different relation between \( \lambda = \lambda (\epsilon, D) \) and \( \epsilon \), it is identical with the form obtained when the Helmholtz equation is separated in prolate ellipsoidal coordinates, see Meixner [9], Flammer [10], and Komorov et al. [4], and references therein. Some further details on the background to Eq. (3) are in the Appendix. When a singular point analysis is performed on the \( \xi \) equation, it is found that there are regular singular points at \( \xi = \pm 1 \) and an essential singularity at \( \xi = \infty \). It is thus a confluent form of Lamé’s equation with no known closed solutions in terms of familiar functions. In general we treat it numerically using the Bulirsch-Stör method [11]. Reasons for this decision are outlined in Sec.
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III and the Appendix. We observe here that, however, a series-expansion solution near the $\xi=1$ pole is needed. No difficulty is encountered since only Coulomb singularities are involved.

Concerning the PD Schrödinger’s equation, we make one further comment that deals with its behavior as $p \to 0$. As is well known, under these circumstances $\eta = \cos(\theta)$ of spherical coordinates, and Eq. (2) passes exactly into the angular equation for a point dipole in spherical coordinates, which at that point is independent of the energy. At the same time, $\rho \xi \to 2r$, and $4\rho^2 \xi^2 \to 2E$. Thus Eq. (3) goes directly into the spherical Bessel equation for a point dipole. We note that, asymptotically, all of the energy dependence devolves to the radial equation.

Before taking up solutions to Schrödinger’s equation, in Sec. II we discuss some properties of the PD potential. Section III gives a brief discussion of the solutions of Eq. (3) in general, and in Secs. IV and V we discuss applications to physical problems for the positive- and negative-energy regimes, respectively. One use for the tables in Sec. IV is to compare the PD results to experimental photodetachment threshold behavior.

II. POTENTIAL OF A PD

It is of interest to examine the behavior of the PD, comparing it to the more commonly considered point-dipole potential. We do this by computing the ratio of the two potentials. In ellipsoidal coordinates easy calculations give

$$V_{\text{point}} = \frac{4D\xi \eta}{\rho^2(\xi^2 + \eta^2 - 1)^{3/2}},$$

and

$$V_{\text{physical}} = \frac{4D \eta}{\rho^2(\xi^2 - \eta^2)}.$$

Therefore,

$$\frac{V_{\text{physical}}}{V_{\text{point}}} = \frac{[1 + (\eta^2 - 1)/\xi^2]^{3/2}}{1 - (\eta\xi)^2}$$

$$= 1 + (5\eta^2 - 3)/(2\xi^2) + O(\xi^{-4}),$$

$$\to 1 + \rho^2[5\cos(\theta)^2 - 3]/(8r^2) + O((\rho/r)^4),$$

and the ratio (in ellipsoidal coordinates) is everywhere, independent of both $D$ and $\rho$. This is clearly not the case for $\rho$ in spherical coordinates. By symmetry the PD has no quadrupole moment, and all higher moments are due to its odd multipoles starting with the octopole. In the longitudinal directions, the physical version is the one that is larger in magnitude, whereas transversely, where both are near zero anyway, the point version is the larger. We can obtain an idea of the impact of the octopole term by noting that it has the same $r$ dependence as a polarization potential, and in the $\cos(\theta) = \pm 1$ directions, the magnitude of the $\rho/\rho^4$ term is equivalent to a polarization potential with $\alpha = \rho^3/2$, if $|D/\rho| \approx |\epsilon|$.

III. $\xi$ EQUATION FOR $m=0$

We rewrite Eq. (3) (with $m=0$) in the form

$$[(\xi - 1) + 2]S'' + \left[2 + \frac{2}{\xi - 1}\right]S' + \left[\epsilon(\xi - 1) + 2\epsilon + \frac{\epsilon - \lambda}{\xi - 1}\right]S = 0,$$

and substituting a power-series expansion about the point $\xi = 1$,

$$S(\xi) = \sum_k a_k(\xi - 1)^{k+r},$$

we obtain a recursion relation for the coefficients, $a_k$, where $k=0, 1, 2, \ldots$, with four terms, in general, and the first two having only two and three terms. The indicial equation has the double root, $s=0$, and the two-term relation,

$$a_1 = -\frac{1}{2}(\epsilon - \lambda)a_0,$$

provides the one solution we need, analytical at $\xi=1$. Standard methods for analyzing differential equations [12] show that the other solution is logarithmic at $\xi=1$. In general we have

$$a_k = -\frac{1}{2k^2}[(\epsilon - \lambda + k(\eta - 1))a_{k-1} + 2\epsilon a_{k-2} + \epsilon a_{k-3}].$$

(13)

This may be simplified using further variable changes but the present form gives a convergent series in the range $|\xi-1| < 2$, which is large enough for our needs.

For positive energies Meixner [9] has given an analytical solution of Eq. (3) as an infinite series of generalized spherical Bessel functions. An outline of this approach is given in the Appendix. A treatment using the Meixner form would yield only tables of numbers for phase shifts and threshold values since all of the series must be evaluated numerically. The same result is true if we use the Bublirsch-Stör method to integrate a solution outward, starting from the analytic solution implied by Eq. (13). It is our judgment that the latter is an easier approach. Further details concerning this decision occur below and in the Appendix.

For negative energies, series solution expressions for Eq. (3) are not so difficult. Nevertheless, the Bublirsch-Stör method may again be used to match inwardly integrated solutions to series solutions in the vicinity of the $\xi=1$ point.

IV. POSITIVE ENERGIES

Takayanagi and Itikawa [5] have calculated scattering cross sections for the PD potential in ranges of energies and dipole moments. They, however, do not deal explicitly with the threshold behavior, which is the focus of our interest.

A. Threshold behavior

A standard analysis of Eq. (3) shows that the solution with $S(1)=a_0$ has the asymptotic behavior,

$$S(\xi) \to \frac{\sin(\sqrt{\xi\epsilon} + \delta)}{\sqrt{\xi - 1}}$$

(14)
where \( C \) and \( C' \) are constants. The \( a_0 \) [see Eq. (11)] constant in our solution is still free; therefore, if \( C' \) is the result in Eq. (15) when \( a_0=1 \), setting \( a_0=1/C' \) will yield the solution going to an energy normalized plane wave. This analysis follows that of O’Malley [13], where, in his Eq. (3), our \( a_0 \) plays the role of his \( N(k) \). Thus, when investigating threshold effects in photodetachment photoelectron (PDPE) spectroscopy, VE, and resonance lifetimes (\( \Gamma \)), the physical dipole moment (PDM) predicts they would be proportional to \( |a_0|^3 \).

As stated in Sec. III we use the Bulirsch-Stör [11] technique to integrate Eq. (3). This equation has very smooth coefficients and no difficult points in the region \( \xi > 1 \). Starting with values and slopes determined with Eqs. (11) and (13), we have successfully carried out, with complete stability, integrations up to \( \xi \approx 10^5 \), which is around \( 8 \times 10^{-6} \) m for \( \rho = 1.5\ \text{Å} \). Technically, carrying a numerical integration out to a finite point and then matching the result to Eq. (15) is equivalent to breaking off the potential function at that point, turning it into what is really a short-range potential. The distance above is, however, deemed large enough to ignore this effect for our purposes [14].

As the outward integration is continued, after a threshold distance is reached, values of \( C' \) and the phase shift are determined approximately in every wavelength, and four (third degree) or six (fifth degree) of these values were extrapolated to \( 1/\xi=0 \). Standard polynomial extrapolation techniques were used [15], and the differences between the third or fifth degree polynomial versions were insignificant. The values so calculated are subjected to a number of analyses in the next sections.

B. Free particle

As a test of our procedure, we calculate the phase shift and threshold behavior for the ellipsoidal representation of the solution of the Helmholtz equation, a plane wave. This is easily done by setting \( D=0 \). We use

\[
a_0 = E^0(b + cE + dE^2)
\]

(16)
to represent the threshold behavior. Figure 1 shows a graph of this function for our calculated points. Using a standard least square criterion, the values we arrived at were \( a = 0.250\ \text{00} \), \( b = 0.520\ \text{68} \), \( c = -0.004\ \text{27} \), and \( d = 0.000\ \text{04} \). The phase shift is \(-0.000\ \text{001} \). As far as \( a \) and the phase shift are concerned, this is considered satisfactory agreement with the known exact values for the energy normalized plane wave.

C. Phase shifts and threshold behavior as a function of \( D \)

In both Eqs. (2) and (3) \( E \) and \( \rho \) appear only in the combination \( \epsilon = \rho^2E/2 = (pk/2)^2 \). Therefore, in giving a survey of results for different \( D \) values, it is useful to use the dimensionless \( \kappa = pk/2 = \sqrt{\epsilon} \) in giving results.

We have fitted two formulas to the threshold data that are determined numerically. Both to satisfy various theoretical results and to obtain the best fits by a least square criterion, one formula works better for moments in the point-dipole subcritical range and the other for moments in the point-dipole supercritical range. The subcritical form is

\[
a_0 = a_0\kappa(1 + b\kappa^2).
\]

(17)

For supercritical cases we adapt a form given by Fabrikant [16,17]

\[
a_0 = \frac{1}{a + b\cos[2\kappa\ln(\kappa) + d]},
\]

(18)

where, in this case, the \( c \) parameter is to be optimized in the fitting procedure. This is done in an attempt to compensate for the variability of \( \lambda \) since, in these equations, \( \lambda = \lambda(\kappa) \) and is energy dependent.

Table I gives the results for the coefficients in Eq. (17) for the subcritical range, and Table II provides the same for Eq. (18) in the other range. The phase shifts have been collected for these calculations, and are presented both in Table III and as a pseudo-three-dimensional graph in Fig. 2. From their calculations, Takayanagi and Itikawa [5] give a graph of the phase shift as a function of \( D \) for two energies. Qualitatively, their curves are completely consistent with Fig. 2.

The entries in Tables I and II are suitable for interpolation for other dipole moments. Because of its greater interest, this has been done for the supercritical case to produce a pseudo-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D )</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>( b )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25( ^{a} )</td>
<td>0.84012</td>
<td>0.49352</td>
<td>-0.04488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.83982</td>
<td>0.47380</td>
<td>-0.03613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.83673</td>
<td>0.43988</td>
<td>-0.00721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.82620</td>
<td>0.38983</td>
<td>0.07240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.80013</td>
<td>0.32001</td>
<td>0.26619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.74529</td>
<td>0.22376</td>
<td>0.69806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.62389</td>
<td>0.81129</td>
<td>0.17796</td>
<td>1.09624</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^{a} \)Debye.
TABLE II. Parameters for supercritical fits. See Eq. (18).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D$ (a.u.)</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$\Sigma^a$</th>
<th>$\text{Amp.}^b$</th>
<th>$\sqrt{\lambda+1/4}^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.93442</td>
<td>1.25271</td>
<td>0.13393</td>
<td>1.40636</td>
<td>8.699e−03</td>
<td>0.50219</td>
<td>0.21303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.87407</td>
<td>0.83232</td>
<td>0.18837</td>
<td>1.25383</td>
<td>9.445e−03</td>
<td>0.40037</td>
<td>0.29137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.99414</td>
<td>0.49319</td>
<td>0.26820</td>
<td>1.29025</td>
<td>9.243e−03</td>
<td>0.32757</td>
<td>0.35525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.05239</td>
<td>0.30730</td>
<td>0.38376</td>
<td>1.46973</td>
<td>1.386e−02</td>
<td>0.27465</td>
<td>0.41134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.03035</td>
<td>0.23666</td>
<td>0.48631</td>
<td>1.61464</td>
<td>1.620e−02</td>
<td>0.23398</td>
<td>0.46235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00443</td>
<td>0.19493</td>
<td>0.55311</td>
<td>1.56394</td>
<td>1.155e−02</td>
<td>0.20162</td>
<td>0.50973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.98858</td>
<td>0.16401</td>
<td>0.60814</td>
<td>1.46454</td>
<td>1.062e−02</td>
<td>0.17526</td>
<td>0.55433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.97406</td>
<td>0.12825</td>
<td>0.67155</td>
<td>1.01760</td>
<td>1.020e−02</td>
<td>0.13508</td>
<td>0.63721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.96821</td>
<td>0.10357</td>
<td>0.72504</td>
<td>0.63462</td>
<td>1.050e−02</td>
<td>0.10622</td>
<td>0.71374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.96205</td>
<td>0.08215</td>
<td>0.78544</td>
<td>0.34899</td>
<td>1.421e−02</td>
<td>0.08978</td>
<td>0.78546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.95745</td>
<td>0.06588</td>
<td>0.84898</td>
<td>0.10428</td>
<td>4.068e−02</td>
<td>0.06850</td>
<td>0.85332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.95473</td>
<td>0.05367</td>
<td>0.91290</td>
<td>−0.10766</td>
<td>3.055e−02</td>
<td>0.05592</td>
<td>0.91797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.95338</td>
<td>0.04415</td>
<td>0.97988</td>
<td>−0.27209</td>
<td>1.152e−02</td>
<td>0.04604</td>
<td>0.97987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.95234</td>
<td>0.03638</td>
<td>1.03991</td>
<td>−0.46058</td>
<td>4.666e−03</td>
<td>0.03818</td>
<td>1.03939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.95156</td>
<td>0.03028</td>
<td>1.09754</td>
<td>−0.65150</td>
<td>1.319e−03</td>
<td>0.03188</td>
<td>1.09681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.95105</td>
<td>0.02546</td>
<td>1.15262</td>
<td>−0.83972</td>
<td>1.063e−03</td>
<td>0.02677</td>
<td>1.15234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.95073</td>
<td>0.02145</td>
<td>1.20573</td>
<td>−1.02719</td>
<td>1.038e−03</td>
<td>0.02261</td>
<td>1.20617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.95050</td>
<td>0.01820</td>
<td>1.25875</td>
<td>−1.20609</td>
<td>9.204e−04</td>
<td>0.01918</td>
<td>1.25846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.95034</td>
<td>0.01557</td>
<td>1.31004</td>
<td>−1.38346</td>
<td>1.298e−03</td>
<td>0.01635</td>
<td>1.30933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.95021</td>
<td>0.01331</td>
<td>1.35951</td>
<td>−1.56172</td>
<td>9.438e−04</td>
<td>0.01399</td>
<td>1.35890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.95014</td>
<td>0.01145</td>
<td>1.40784</td>
<td>−1.74021</td>
<td>1.660e−03</td>
<td>0.01202</td>
<td>1.40726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.95006</td>
<td>0.00986</td>
<td>1.45548</td>
<td>−1.91368</td>
<td>8.990e−04</td>
<td>0.01036</td>
<td>1.45451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.95004</td>
<td>0.00857</td>
<td>1.50203</td>
<td>−2.08278</td>
<td>3.671e−03</td>
<td>0.00896</td>
<td>1.50072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Average relative standard deviation of fit.  
$^b$See text.  
$^c$Point dipole value.

Some trends in the numbers in Table II may be commented upon. The constant term in the denominator is not far from one over the range of values. The amplitude of the logarithmic oscillations falls rapidly with increasing $D$. In the last two columns of Table II we give the point-dipole predictions (see Ref. [17]) for the amplitude of the oscillations and the imaginary part of the exponents of $r$ in spherical coordinates. These may be compared to the fitted values of $c$ in the third and fourth columns. For the range of $D$ values calculated, the $c$ values are smaller but the difference appears to be decreasing as $D$ becomes larger. This is reasonable since the energy term in Eq. (2) will become relatively less important as $D$ becomes larger. Nevertheless, these values from the PDM are qualitatively very similar to those from point-dipole analyses. The differences can be attributed to the octopole and higher multipoles present in the physical dipole potential, see Sec. II.

D. Passage from spheroidal to spherical coordinates at zero energy

An examination of Eq. (13), the recursion relation, shows that it is satisfactory for all finite values of $E$ and $\rho$. For simplicity, let us consider the $E=0$ case. Equation (3) becomes

$$ (\xi^2 - 1)S'' + 2\xi S' - \lambda S = 0. \quad (19) $$

At the same time, the $\rho\rightarrow0$ (holding $D$ fixed) Schrödinger’s equation is

$$ \rho^2 S'' + 2\rho S' - \lambda S = 0. \quad (20) $$

The value of $\lambda$ is the same in Eqs. (19) and (20). We modify Eq. (19) to

$$ (\xi^2 - \delta^2)S'' + 2\xi S' - \lambda S = 0, \quad (21) $$

which is equivalent to

$$ [(\xi - \delta)^2 + 2\delta(\xi - \delta)]S'' + 2[\xi(\xi - \delta)]S' - \lambda S = 0, \quad (22) $$

and examine the behavior of the solution as $\delta\rightarrow0$, $\delta$ being real and positive. Inserting the power-series solution

$$ S(\xi) = \sum_k a_k(\xi - \delta)^k, \quad (23) $$

we obtain the indicial equation.
and the two-term recursion relation
\[
2\delta_{k+1} = \frac{k(k+1) - \lambda}{(k+1)^2} a_k,
\]
and the series will converge while \(|\xi - \delta| < 2\delta\). These relations hold so long as \(\delta > 0\). When \(\delta\) becomes 0, Eq. (24) no longer determines \(s\), and the recursion formula degenerates into one term, giving the two solutions

\[
\delta^2 = 0,
\]

Although the circle of convergence becomes smaller as \(\delta \to 0\), the determination of \(s\) changes discontinuously with the appearance of the \(1/r^2\) singularity. At that point the characteristic possibly complex powers of \(r\) appear.

V. NEGATIVE ENERGIES

Apparently, only Wallis et al. [6] have studied the DBS energies of the PD model, giving tabular presentations of DBS energies. They used the analytical approach of Baber and Hasse [2], and give energies for a number of states assuming two \(|e|\) magnitude charges at various distances. Appropriate scaling can, in principle, provide for other physical

FIG. 2. (Color online) “Three-dimensional” plot of the phase shift versus \(D\) and \(\kappa\). Numerical values are in Table III.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Three-dimensional plot of \(a_0\) versus \(D\) and \(\kappa\). Interpolated values from Table II.
situations. Nonetheless, we repeat their calculations because we require values from difficult to interpolate regions of their tables.

A. Fitting solutions of the model potential to experiment

One independent parametrization of the energies of DBSs depends upon the dipole moment, the dipole length, and the quantum number. In line with the normal convention of Sturm-Liouville theory, we take the quantum numbers \( n = 0, 1, \ldots \) to be the number of nodes in the solution interior to the boundaries. In general, with the dipole potential, one finds the formula,

\[
E_n = E_0 \exp(-an),
\]

(27)
to give a reasonably accurate representation of the energies. \( E_0 \) and \( a \) in Eq. (27) are parameters that depend upon the model. When we wish to fit our model to a molecule with a known dipole moment and a known DBS energy, we find that the solution is not unique because both the dipole length and the quantum number are unknown. There are several dipole length-\( n \) pairs that can be obtained. We will find that, however, only one of these pairs will be physically reasonable. When the dipole moment of a molecule is calculated using the dipole operator, the value obtained is that seen from an asymptotic distance. Thus the value is the distance between the centroids of positive and negative charges times the sum of the atomic numbers of the atoms, or, alternatively, using the atomic number total \( \Sigma Z \), the “asymptotic” dipole length is \( \rho_a = D/\Sigma Z \). Therefore, when we do our fitting, we should look for an empirical \( \rho \) that is not shorter than \( \rho_a \) but also not substantially larger than the molecule. There is also a computational criterion. Direct calculations of the DBS orbital in molecules show that it is likely to correspond to the \( n = 1 \) state of the model. For the cases we examine this gives us a unique solution.

With the molecules we are treating there is near coincidence between the centroid of positive charge and the centroid of mass because the principle isotopes of C, N, and O have a mass number twice their atomic number. Only H is different, and, indeed, would be the same for the deuterated versions. Thus, we expect the asymptotic PD to be located in the molecule essentially on top of the mass centroid. The results using these criteria and this point of view are given in the next section.

B. Comparisons to experiment

There has been experimental and theoretical interest in some of the pyrimidine bases comprising the DNA codes. Hendricks et al. [18] have measured the PDPE spectra of the dipole bound states (DBSs) of uracil and thymine. More recently, Schiedt et al. [19] have remeasured uracil and thymine, and have given new results for two isomers of cytosine. The experimental detachment energies are in Table IV.

Our calculations again use the numerical approach for negative-energy states, and the Bulirsch-Stör approach easily provides solutions by connecting inward integrations with the analytic inverse log derivative obtained with Eqs. (11) and (13), thereby determining the energy. In this section we compare our calculated DBS binding energies with experiment for the pyrimidine bases uracil, thymine, and two isomers of cytosine. This allows us to determine a semiempirical equivalent physical dipole length (EPDL) to associate with each base. These and the associated wave functions yield important physical information about the nature of the DBS.

In Sec. V C we examine in more detail the results for thymine as an example. The structures and dipole moments were calculated at the 6–31G(sp)MP2 level using the GAMESS computation package [20]. Figure 4 shows graphically the frameworks and dipole moments resulting from these calculations.

Our PD potential will not match the actual potential in the close regions of molecules in general, particularly larger molecules such as those under discussion. It does, however, provide a model potential that is physically reasonable in having, as is true for a real molecule, no parts more singular than a Coulomb singularity. As such, it will allow us to calculate from experimental results an EPDL for each of these molecules. These are presented in Table IV along with the experimental binding energies, experimental and calculated dipole moments, the equivalent charge at the positive end of the dipole, and that headed \( \rho_a \) is the asymptotic dipole length given in Sec. V A.

The four bases fall roughly into two categories, the oxo-isomers being in one and the remainder in the other. Wallis et al. [6] have already pointed out that a DBS for a given dipole moment will be more stable the shorter the PD. Because of the scaling laws of Eqs. (2) and (3), we see that the PD moment predicts that the oxoisomer would have a stabil-
ity around 1.223 eV if its EPDL were the same length as that of the hydroxy isomer.

In these molecules the C=O group is one of the main contributors to the total dipole moment, and Fig. 4 shows that the negative end of the dipole moment is closer to the C-O portion of the molecule for cytosine isomers than in the others, where the moment is roughly half way between the two C=O bonds.

C. Nature of the DBS orbital in thymine

In this section we give for thymine a detailed analysis of the manner in which our PD model represents the DBS orbital. Many workers including the present author [21,22] have made numerous calculations using quantum chemical computer programs to study DBSs. Our studies [22] also used GAMESS, and we repeat the DBS orbital contour map in Figs. 5 and 6, which show both the extended region and the valence region. The contours of positive amplitude are solid lines and those of negative amplitude are dashed. Perhaps the most noteworthy detail of this orbital function is the obvious node between its valence part and its extended part. In its simplest approximation, one expects the DBS function to be a linear combination between valence virtual orbital (VOs) and the Gaussians representing the extended part, and there appears no reason the bonding rather than the antibonding combination should not be the lower energy. Nor is it obvious that orbital orthogonality should require this node. In the next few paragraphs we give an argument, based upon the PD model, which suggests that this node is required by the physical and geometric constraints of the system, the relatively large dipole moment, the relatively small size of the system, and the small binding energy.

Table V shows details of these calculations, the first three rows of which are the first three PDPEs for thymine’s moment and EPDL given in Table IV. It is clear that only the first-excited DBS of the PD model can provide a close representation of the physical situation.

The last line of Table V shows the required dipole length if the PD model is to reproduce the experimental PDPE energy for a nodeless radial function. The length is over 200

![FIG. 4. (Color online) Pyrimidine base frameworks showing dipole vectors. The head of the arrow represents the positive end of the dipole moment. The stick figures are coded to represent different atoms as H: white, C: green, N: blue, and O: red. Atoms other than C and H, which should be obvious, are explicitly marked with N or O.](image1)

![FIG. 5. An extended view of the DBS orbital in thymine. The solid contours indicate positive amplitude and the dashed contours indicate negative amplitude.](image2)

![FIG. 6. The valence region of the DBS orbital in thymine. The solid contours indicate positive amplitude and the dashed contours indicate negative amplitude.](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>PDPE (eV)</th>
<th>EPDL (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$-0.00014861$</td>
<td>0.2197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-0.069^a$</td>
<td>0.2197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-26.6486$</td>
<td>0.2197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-0.069^a$</td>
<td>4.418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Experimental.
times the \(r_0\) length, and is roughly the size of the molecule. In addition, the PD model itself is, in this case, essentially an exotic H-like atom of nuclear charge of 0.391\(\epsilon\) with an embedded \(-0.391\epsilon\) charge at some distance. Such a structure is clearly unrelated physically to molecular thymine. We conclude that only the DBS with one node can produce, with the PD model, the large moment, the relatively small valence region where the moment is produced, and the small PDPE energy. It appears that exchange has relatively little influence on the DBS orbital.

This result is perhaps in one way surprising. One generally finds that the lowest energy state of a potential has no nodes. The complexities of these large molecule DBSs appear to cause one to find an exception to expectations. In any event the PDM provides an explanation for the apparent anomalous behavior.

We add some other information about the model DBS orbitals by giving graphs of the ellipsoidal analog to the spherical radial distribution function. This is obtained with

\[ D_3(\xi) = (\xi^2 - \langle \eta^2 \rangle) S(\xi)^2, \]  

(28)

where the expectation value of \(\eta^2\) is 0.494 219 for the thymine case. Figure 7 shows \(D_3(\xi)\) for the physically appropriate DBS.

In Figs. 8 and 9 we show semilog graphs corresponding to lines 3 and 4 of Table V. These are surprisingly similar only because plotting versus \(\xi\) hides the extreme difference between the \(\rho\) values in the two cases. We have also calculated the next-higher state of our PD model (line 1 of Table V). The \(S(\xi)\) eigenfunctions both for it and for the physical state are shown together in Fig. 10. If a nonrotating thymine actually had a state with energy near this, it would almost certainly be quenched by rotations at normal temperatures.

Finally, we note that the three energies for thymine that we have obtained are accurately given by Eq. (27), where \(E_0 = -26.6486\) (eV), \(a = 5.95639\).

D. Asymmetry parameter for uracil

Schiedt et al. [19] also reported on the photoelectric asymmetry parameter for uracil at the optical wavelength of

![FIG. 7. (Color online) A semilog plot of \(D_3(\xi)\) [see Eq. (28)] for the first-excited DBS from the PD model of thymine. See line 2 of Table V.](image1)

![FIG. 8. (Color online) A semilog plot of \(D_3(\xi)\) [see Eq. (28)] for the ground DBS from the PD model of thymine. See line 3 of Table V.](image2)

![FIG. 9. (Color online) A semilog plot of \(D_3(\xi)\) [see Eq. (28)] for the ground DBS from the large EPDL PD model of thymine. See line 4 of Table V.](image3)

![FIG. 10. (Color online) The second and third eigenfunctions for the EPDL parameters corresponding to thymine. (See lines 2 and 3 of Table V.) It is seen that the two functions are virtually indistinguishable out to \(\xi = 30\) since, inside this region, the potential dominates the energy.](image4)
1064 nm. The corresponding electron kinetic energy is 1.027 eV, which, with the value of $\rho$ (EPDL) from Table IV, gives $\epsilon=0.0387$. As stated in Sec. I, the equation for the $\eta$ function is

$$T^m(\eta) = \sum_l d^m_l N_m P_{lm}(\eta),$$

(29)

and the values of $d^0_l$ are 0.8072, $-0.5708$, and 0.1490 for $l=0$, 1, and 2. This provides an estimate of the $\sigma \rightarrow \sigma$ contribution for the current PD model potential. For $\beta$ in

$$\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \propto 1 + \beta P_2(\cos \theta),$$

(30)

we obtain 1.30 compared to the experimental value of 1.4. The present theoretical value would be expected to be too small since it ignores any $\sigma \rightarrow \pi$ contributions.
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APPENDIX: MEIXNER’S TREATMENT OF EQ. (3)

As noted in Sec. I, Flammer [10] has given a brief review of the history of treatments of the “angular” and “radial” equations arising out of ellipsoidal coordinates. As far as this author is aware, the only discussions in the literature of the “angular” and “radial” equations are the same, the only difference being that the latter uses a different expansion for the two equations independently and then later shows that in the special case of Eq. (A1) they become equal. Not surprisingly, they are more difficult but Meixner’s formulation would be appropriate for our need, a treatment of Eq. (3) for arbitrary real $\lambda$ values. We give here a very brief outline of the treatment.

In the $m=0$ case it starts with a double infinite sum

$$S(\zeta) = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} b(v)j_{\nu k}(\zeta),$$

(A2)

where the $j_{\nu k}(\zeta)$ are generalized spherical Bessel functions, $\zeta=\sqrt{\epsilon}$, and $\nu$ may be complex for our PD potential. This form is different from that usually used when Eq. (A1) is treated directly. It is a two-sided infinite series, and the orders of the spherical Bessel functions are not integers.

If Eq. (A2) is substituted into Eq. (3), a second-order difference equation may be derived for the $b(v)k$ coefficients,

$$q_kb(v)_{v+k+2} = p_kb(v)_{v+k} + r_kb(v)_{v+k-2},$$

(A3)

where

$$p_k = e^{-2(v+k+2)(v+k+1)}(2v+2k+3),$$

(A4)

$$r_k = e^{-2(v+k)(v+k+1) - (\lambda - \epsilon)}$$

$$-2\epsilon e^{-2(v+k)^2 + 2(v+k) - 1}v(v+k+1)(2v+2k+3).$$

(A5)

Meixner shows that Eq. (A3) has a convergent solution such that $|b(v)k| \rightarrow 0$ as $k \rightarrow \pm \infty$ so long as $\nu$ has the correct relation to $\lambda$, i.e., $\nu$ is sort of an eigenvalue of the difference equation. We note that, in the set of equations, Eq. (A3) collapses to one term when $\epsilon=0$. When this happens because $E=0$, it shows that an “infinite-wave-length electron” cannot distinguish between a point dipole and a physical dipole of the same moment. At this point $S(\zeta)$ in Eq. (A2) collapses to one term and $\nu$ attains the value predicted from a point dipole. This collapse here is, of course, related to that giving Eq. (26).

When the doubly convergent solution of Eq. (A3) is combined with the spherical Bessel functions, Meixner shows that $S(\zeta)$ of Eq. (A2) is only convergent for $\zeta=\sqrt{\epsilon}$, i.e., $\epsilon > 1$, and is quite slowly convergent close to this. Thus Meixner’s basic form is in general contaminated with the logarithmically singular solution at $\zeta=1$. This would require determining two independent solutions to eliminate the singularity. In addition, pilot calculations indicate that Meixner’s treatment is subject to numerical difficulties when using normal precisions.

All of this may be contrasted with the direct numerical integration of Eq. (3). As stated in Sec. IV, the integration is very stable at normal precisions and requires only real arithmetic. We feel these considerations justify the use of the numerical technique.
It is of interest to note that, at room temperature, an average distance between molecules of 8 \( \mu \text{m} \) corresponds to a pressure of 6 \( \times 10^{-8} \) torr. It is well known that, physically, long-range multipole potentials are damped out at distances comparable to the average intermolecular distance. Thus our calculations are carried past any such point in typical experiments. When considering real experimental data, effects of molecular rotation will be more dramatic than this damping effect.


